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January 18, 2013 

 

Hello EN/CN! I'm so happy to be with you today! 

 

Comment:  
Hi Kelli! Thanks for coming on with us today! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Kelli, maybe you could start off by telling everyone a bit about your background. 

 

Comment:  
Hi Kelli. Love the avatar! 

 

Comment:  
Hi Amazing Amanda and Kind-hearted Kelli we're lucky to have you spending time with us 

today! 

 

Kelli Knight:  
I’m a native Virginia from Newport News. I’m a huge Hokie because I went to college at 

Virginia Tech and graduated with B.S. in biochemistry in 1992 and from the Virginia-

Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine (VMRCVM) with a D.V.M. in 1996. 

Hence my Avatar :) 

 

Comment:  
What do you do as a rehabber? 

 

Kelli Knight:  
A little different from a home rehabber, I consider my main job at WCV to be a teacher and I 

hire and then train our rehab extern students and rehab intern in the field of wildlife 

rehab. Last year, we had 21 rehab externs from 9 states and 2 countries each spend 8 

weeks with us last year. I love working with young people who are excited about animals 

and rehab! 

 

Kelli Knight:  
I also oversee the care of all the orphaned and injured wildlife and prepare them for their release 

back to the wild. I am responsible for some restricted tasks like isolation, red-staff and 

Rabies Vector Species which our most students don’t handle. As well as more difficult 

tasks like tube-feeding cottontails which are notorious for dying in people’s hands from 
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stress and fortunately I have a knack for it. I’m just thankful for the opportunity to work 

with such amazing animals. 

 

Comment:  
LOL love the avatar! Hello Kelli 

 

Kelli Knight:  
The Hokie Bird is definitely my favorite inanimate animal! 

 

 

 

 

 

Comment:  
Hi Kelli. Thanks for visiting w/ us today! I wondered what about wildlife rehab drew you away 

from practicing vet. medicine? 

 

Comment:  
So why rehab and not Vet? 

 

Kelli Knight:  
Needing a new challenge, I had what I joking like to call a mid-life career crisis and returned to 

the Wildlife Center for an animal care preceptorship (internship) in 2011. I found my 

calling in wildlife rehabilitation and continued my training by completing a six-month 

rehabilitation internship at the Wildlife Center in 2012. When a staff wildlife rehabilitator 

position became available, I jumped at the chance to work in this field. There is nothing 

better than LOVING coming to work every day. 

 

Kelli Knight:  
I first came to WCV during my senior year of vet school, I rotated through the Wildlife Center of 

Virginia as a veterinary extern and loved working with wildlife. 

 

Comment:  
Hi, Kelli! Thanks for coming on today! What do you like best about your job? 

 

Kelli Knight:  
Releasing wildlife back to the wild is by far the most rewarding part of my job and the thing I 

like the best! 

 

Comment:  
I so agree Kelli! There is nothing better than LOVING your work and looking forward to it. 

Good for you! 
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Comment:  
Question for Kelli: First, I admire your courage to give up your vet practice and find your true 

calling in wildlife rehabilitation. Have you released any of your patients back into the 

wild, and if so, what did that reel like? 

 

Kelli Knight:  
I did get to return a cottontail and 2 squirrels which came to us from the Tidewater area and since 

my parents still live in Newport News, I was happy to drive down there on my days off. 

My most memorable release was the double BWHA release in October because that was 

my first chance to toss a bird up in the air. Off the top of Afton Mountain no less so quite 

a thrill! I also attended my first Bald Eagle release in November and helping Ed send that 

girl off was super exciting and just a picture perfect moment of freedom. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Broad-winged Hawk release: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5PTmio6_ys&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW

81MXv5AahViGA 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And eagle release: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J9V6wyDVedQ&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRW

W81MXv5AahViGA 

 

Comment:  
Some of the best things in life result from mid-life crisis--good for you 

 

Comment:  
What is your favorite animal to work with? 

 

Kelli Knight:  
Squirrels!!! I hand raised 2 babies while in middle school – Sherry and April. This was in the late 

70’s so I don’t think wildlife rehab was as well regulated back then. My parents called 

our local nature center (now The Living Museum) and they said we would have to raise 

them and instructed us on the formula to use. I loved caring for them every day and they 

were both released! What an amazing experience growing up and I’ve had a soft spot in 

my heart for them ever since. 

 

 
 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5PTmio6_ys&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5PTmio6_ys&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J9V6wyDVedQ&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J9V6wyDVedQ&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA
http://www.coveritlive.com/
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Kelli Knight:  
For birds, Great Horned Owls! I’m alumnae of the largest sorority in the country, Chi Omega 

and the owl is our symbol so since college I’ve been endeared to owls. Working with 

them in person is like a dream come true for me and all my friends love the photos :) 

 

 
 

 

Comment:  
FOR KELLI: 19 special needs kids waving at you and saying our Aunt is a grad of VT, GO 

HOKIES! Kids would like to know, with your Vet training, what piece of surgical 

equipment at WCV seems most vital and important to you, and why? Thanks for 

everything you do for our critters! 

 

Kelli Knight:  
A very special hello! I only did soft tissue surgery in small animal practice so no orthopedics. 

Therefore, the basics seems important to me like great lighting and an adjustable table 

which allows for ideal patient positioning and surgeon comfort. 

 

Kelli Knight:  
As rehabbers we don't need the fancy toys that Dr. Dave wants but are adding to the wish list a 

bat rehab package, turtle book and would always love a new laptop to teach our On The 

Road Classes! Hint, hint :))) 

 

Comment:  
HI AA and Kelli and CN! I am sorry I can't stay for all the session.. I have to leave for a doctors 

appt, in about 20 minutes, so will read back later, My 2 questions for Kelli are, 1. what is 

your fav "food" day at WCV? and 2. Do you have a fav critter to work with (and if so, 

which and why)? 

 

Kelli Knight:  
I love sweets so my favorite food day is coming up soon - Pie Day! I think we need a separate 

death by chocolate day too! 

 

Comment:  
For Kelli - Do you think the Hokies will beat Wake Forest tomorrow? I need to call my bookie. 

And, "Hokies" is a pretty funny team name. 

http://www.coveritlive.com/
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Kelli Knight:  
LOL! Unfortunately I'm concerned with the way our boys have been playing ACC teams. I have 

season tickets but gave them to fellow Hokies since I will be working at WCV on 

Saturday. Go Hokies! 

 

Comment:  
I hope it's not too late to ask a question! Hi Kelli I was wondering what your most challenging 

patient of 2013 has been so far, and if there are any patient types you can prepare for 

ahead of time such as the spring bunnies :) Thanks for all you do! 

 

Kelli Knight:  
Not yet in 2013 but in general rehabbing orphaned baby bunnies is extremely challenging. They 

are very high stress and prone to gastrointestinal complications like bloat. To minimize 

handling, we tube-feed them twice a day which mimics their natural history. Mom only 

comes to the nest to nurse them at dawn and dusk. I enjoy the challenge of tube feeding 

bunnies because it is a difficult procedure. Luckily we have an excellent success rate 

here! 

 

Comment:  
Kelli- Loved your year end story and what a great volunteer staff there must be at WCV. If a lot 

of CN lived closer, I am sure you would have a lot more. Do you help train the volunteers 

as well? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://wildlifecenter.org/blog/2012-year-review-kelli-knight-wildlife-rehabilitator 

 

Kelli Knight:  
Our volunteers are amazing and we wouldn't be able to do our job without them! Yes we have an 

animal care volunteer program and I do train those volunteers on how to prepare meals 

and animal nutrition, pick up and exercise which involves flight conditioning our bird, 

hand feeding techniques for our orphaned species, enclosure set-up and cage cleaning, 

and more! 

 

Comment:  
So did you always have an interest in rehab, even as a vet? 

 

Kelli Knight:  
Actually, looking back now I can say my interest started during my senior year of Vet School 

when I was doing a 3 week externship at the Wildlife Center. I was in the surgical suite 

watching the Vet Intern repair a fracture on a RTHA. If you’ve been to WCV you know 

that surgery has a wall of windows that overlooks ICU. I spent the entire surgery 

watching the rehabbers syringe feed baby squirrels. I remember thinking to myself I 

would so much rather be in there! Of course it took me another 15 years to really figure 

that out and make it happen. Hindsight is 20-20 :) 

 

http://wildlifecenter.org/blog/2012-year-review-kelli-knight-wildlife-rehabilitator
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Comment:  
Can you tell us about a "typical day" at the WCV? 

 

Kelli Knight:  
How about I tell you about a typical day in the spring! My morning starts at 7am in ICU. Baby 

passerines get hand fed, cleaned and weighed first. Their feeding continues every 15 

minutes for the next 12 hours until 7pm. We set a timer and every time it goes off, 

someone goes back to ICU for their feeding. Meanwhile then the baby squirrels are 

syringe fed and cleaned. They get fed anywhere from 6 times a day if they are pinkies to 

once a day depending on their weight. Also the baby opossums need tube fed at 9am. 

They are also multiple times a day eaters. Don't forget the baby bunnies - luckily they are 

only twice a day feedings. 

 

Kelli Knight:  
So I haven't left ICU yet but we also have patients in hold to record meals, Rounds to attend, 

reptile room to clean and feed, acclimators to feed and move outside for the day, outside 

mammals, pick-up and exercise for our outside Raptors and usually by now it's mid-

afternoon and we try to grab lunch. Luckily I love to be busy! 

 

Kelli Knight:  
In the afternoon, baby feedings continue, don't forget the birds are still getting fed every 15 

minutes, we do Raptor feeding in the evening and catch up on everything else that still 

needs done. I'm exhausted just writing about it :) 

 

Comment:  
What are passerines? 

 

Kelli Knight:  
Passerines are songbirds! 

 

Comment:  
When teaching, do you give students a set of notes, rules, or other visual information to help 

them understand it all? Such as photo-menus for different animals to help them see how 

the meal looks, or caretaking tips for each species? 

 

Kelli Knight:  
Yes we give them a handbook to review prior to their arrival then they go through an orientation 

and scavenger hunt on their first day. We have many resources like picture menus for 

Mammals, Reptile and Birds, a species guide for housing requirements, feeding charts in 

ICU, etc. We also give them power points which cover bird and mammal rehab, capture 

and restraint, zoonosis. Finally we have journal club when they read and discuss 

scientific articles related to wildlife rehab. 

 

Comment:  
Who’s your favorite education animal? 
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Kelli Knight:  
Edie! She is the real diva at WCV IMO. NX couldn't hold a candle to her diva-ness. I just love 

her personality and she is so cute. 

 

 
 

 

Comment:  
Kelly, I have a very bad habit of feeding my squirrels. What will happen if I suddenly stop? Will 

they try to get into my house. I have 4 different families. They look to me every day. I 

know they breed more if I feed them. That is not good. How do I break up with them. I m 

having a hard time. Thanks 

 

Kelli Knight:  
I would recommend a gradual decline instead of a sudden stop. Feed them a little less each week 

over the next few months so they will start foraging on their own. I would also try to 

increase the distance away from your home where you put the food if possible. By spring, 

you could cut them off all together when natural food is abundant. 

 

Comment:  
I've been really curious to know, when cutting up rats, fish etc after a long time do you really 

notice the smell anymore? I ask because I honestly can't imagine I'd ever have that strong 

stomach! 

 

Kelli Knight:  
LOL! As a veterinarian, I did plenty of necropsies so it's no worse than that. It isn't that I no 

longer smell it because I still do but I guess I'm just used to it. 

 

Comment:  
Kelli, let's hope you don't get the flu or have an emergency where you can't come in! Are there 

others who can do the ICU feeding, especially the bunnies, squirrels, & other tube-

feeding -- safely. Maybe you should try to convince Congo to LIKE squirrels! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I think we are just about done with questions ... one more! 

 

 

http://www.coveritlive.com/
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Comment:  
KELLI - When is your birthday? Shoe size? :o) CN needs to know. 

 

Comment:  
Of course we all want the answer to...shoe size and birthday! 

 

Kelli Knight:  
Yes Congo, squirrels are amazing! 

 

Kelli Knight:  
Of course, THE question :). I'm a Libra so my birthday is October 6th and my shoe size is 7. 

 

Comment:  
Hi Kelli. Just signed on , nice to meet you and I'll scroll back, LOL! 

 

Comment:  
Thanks Kelli, I will start this weekend. And let them be wild. I started feeding the pregnant 

moms, then came the babies, then it just got out of control. my neighbors hate me. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And I think that concludes our special guest session! 

 

Congowings:  

Hi Kelli. Enjoyed your time here so much! 

 

Comment:  
Thank you Kelli for spending time with us today. CN is always learning. 

 

Comment:  
Thank you Kelli for joining us today. I think you have an amazing job 

 

Comment:  
Thank you Kelli!! 

 

Kelli Knight:  
Thank you so much for having me today! I really enjoyed chatting with all of you and love being 

a part of the team at WCV. Have a great weekend! 

 

Comment:  
Thanks Kelli. You're terrific. 

 

Comment:  
Thanks Kelli-love meeting the people behind the names 
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Comment:  
Very nice session, Kelli! 

 

Comment:  
Thanks Kelli it was informative!!! 

 

Comment:  
Thank you Kelli for sharing . I think we all learned that your job is WAY more involved than 

any of us could imagine. You're another integral part to a great team. We appreciate what 

you do!! 

 

Comment:  
Thank you Kelli. Your awesome...... 

 

 


